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Abstract—Based on a variety of long-term network traffic data
from different geographies and applications, in addition to long-
term scaling trends of key information and communication tech-
nologies, we identify fundamental scaling disparities between the
technologies used to generate and process data and those used to
transport data. These disparities could lead to the data transport
network falling behind its required capabilities by a factor of ap-
proximately 4 every five years. By 2024, we predict the need for
10-Tb/s optical interfaces working in 1-Pb/s optical transport sys-
tems. To satisfy these needs, multiplexing in both wavelength and
space in the form of a wavelength-division multiplexing × space-
division multiplexing matrix will be required. We estimate the char-
acteristics of such systems and outline their target specifications,
which reveals the need for very significant research progress in
multiple areas, from system and network architectures to digital
signal processing to integrated arrayed device designs, in order to
avoid an optical network capacity crunch.

Index Terms—Access, arrays, datacenters, digital signal process-
ing, integration, microprocessors, mobile, network traffic, routers,
Shannon limit, space-division multiplexing (SDM), storage, super-
channels, supercomputers, technology scaling, video, wavelength-
division multiplexing (WDM).

I. NETWORK TRAFFIC GROWTH

N ETWORK traffic has been increasing at an enormous
pace, consistently over decades and across all segments

of the network, from the core to fixed and mobile access. This
growth has been driven by a continuous stream of newly emerg-
ing and largely unanticipated digital applications and services.
Many have failed at predicting the next “killer-application” or
potential bounds on future traffic demands, as these predictions
are typically based on extrapolating the bandwidth needs of
already existing applications and services into the future. For
example, some studies assume various higher-definition (4k or
8k) evolution steps of today’s video services [1], while others
examine the bandwidth of the human visual nerve [2], which
multiplied by the number of potential video users might yield
upper bounds for network traffic [3]. The problem with such ap-
proaches is that bottom-up estimates are fundamentally rooted
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in our experience with existing applications, yet network traffic
has often been driven by totally unanticipated disruptions. As
Internet pioneers Roberts and Wessler already observed back in
1970 [4], “The kinds of services that will be available and the
cost and ultimate capacity required for such service is difficult to
predict.” And indeed, new kinds of traffic have emerged to dwarf
previously dominating classes of traffic, such as (user-driven)
data traffic overtaking voice traffic in the early 2000s [5], only
to be then overtaken by video streaming and now machine-to-
machine traffic, which dominates the traffic of webscale oper-
ators today and with the emergence of the Internet of Things
(IoT) is expected to dominate mobile data traffic in the near
future [6]. It appears that the success and demand for existing
applications continuously drives scale and capacity of the under-
lying network infrastructure to points where further applications
are enabled, renewing the cycle.

The compound annual growth rates (CAGRs) of network traf-
fic have been extracted from actual long-term measurements by
many individuals and organizations, and extrapolations into the
future have been abundantly made [5], [7]–[10], revealing traffic
growth rates typically between 25% and 80% per year, depend-
ing on operator, network segment, traffic type, and geographic
region. In this context it is important to note that the Internet
is not a single network but is composed of many diverse net-
works, some of which overlap geographically or share common
links and are connected in a variety of ways with traffic joining
or leaving at multiple locations. Today’s Internet also contains
substantial private networks that are used to interconnect data
centers and deliver content; function and capacity of these net-
works is generally visible only to their operators. Variability
in traffic and traffic growth rates on these diverse networks is
expected, and measuring the total network traffic and its growth
is practically impossible. Nevertheless, there is a variety of data
that can be used to understand growth rates on the Internet, a rep-
resentative collection of which is presented in this paper. While
forward-looking traffic growth predictions always carry a natu-
ral amount of model dependent uncertainty, backward-looking
long-term traffic logs portray historic reality and as such can-
not be contested, but can be interpreted with respect to their
implications on future network planning.

A. Examples of Long-Term Traffic Growth Trends

Fig. 1 shows a collection of long-term historic traffic data;
(a) shows the monthly averaged traffic passing through the
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Fig. 1. Various long-term network traffic growth statistics from different geographical regions and applications, showing CAGRs between 30% and 70%.
(a) Amsterdam Exchange (AMS-IX) [11]. (b) Seattle Exchange (SIX) [20]. (c) Total broadband demand (UK ISP) [3]. (d) Total broadband downloads in Japan
[21]. (e) Global mobile data traffic [22], [23]. (f) Video traffic (YouTube, Netflix) [24], [25].

Amsterdam Internet Exchange (AMS-IX) over the past 15 years
[11], with a CAGR of 120% between 2001 and 2007, flattening
to a CAGR of 30% around 2007, a long-term average growth of
60% over the past 15 years. A very similar behavior is observed
for the monthly averaged traffic passing through all Internet ex-
change points (IXPs) that are part of the Euro-IX group [12].
The change in slope around 2007 might be due to certain traffic
types (such as video) bypassing IXPs and being served from con-
tent delivery networks (CDNs) and local server caches directly
within the provider’s network [13]–[15]. Also, many content
providers are now performing private peering rather than going
through a public IXP, especially for high peering bandwidths
[16]. This is seen, e.g., in the large number of private peering
points listed by major providers in peering databases [17], [18].
Additionally, peering with a large number of smaller providers
is achieved using IXP route servers [19]. A different growth
situation is found for the Seattle Internet Exchange (SIX) [20],
which has seen a rather constant CAGR of 60% over the past 9
years, cf. Fig. 1(b).

Drilling down into the types of traffic within the networks,
Fig. 1(c) shows the 10-year evolution of the total broadband
demand at peak time for a major UK-based internet service
provider (ISP) [3], with a consistent CAGR of 60%. Fig. 1(d)
focuses on the total amount of broadband downloads in Japan,
showing a CAGR of 30% over a 12-year window [21]. A major
portion of data traffic now originates from mobile sources, and
Fig. 1(e) shows the global mobile data traffic over the past 10
years [22], [23], whose growth has reached a steady CAGR of
60% for the past 3 years.

In terms of video traffic, driving much of the network traffic
growth over the past years, the blue curve in Fig. 1(f) shows
the hours of uploaded YouTube videos per minute over the past
10 years, with a CAGR of 70% [24]. Another big network
traffic growth factor, shown by the green curve in Fig. 1(f), is
the amount of Netflix streaming video, which after an initial
start-up phase with more than tenfold growth from 2008 to

Fig. 2. Time it takes to exhaust the full capacity of a (transport or switch-
ing) system as a function of the traffic growth rate and the current system
loading [28].

2012 has been growing at a constant rate of 50% per year [25].
In 2014 Netflix represented 33% of downstream Internet traffic
in the United States during peak hours, accounting for over
10 Tb/s of network traffic [26]. In early 2014, Netflix had 18
Tb/s of capacity from deployed edge servers [27]. Note that
growth in the volume of content, especially video, may not
result in an equivalent amount of traffic growth throughout the
network. Apart from growing video resolution and improved
video compression, which factor into an assessment of network
traffic growth, content may be cached closer to the end user to
alleviate the load on the longer-haul links. We will discuss the
possibility of caching and the resulting network traffic growth
implications in Section II–C.

B. Capacity Exhaust and Exact Traffic Growth Rates

In order to see what the above growth numbers imply for
the required evolution of networking hardware, Fig. 2 plots the
time it takes to exhaust the full capacity of a given (transport
or switching) system based on a certain traffic growth rate and
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TABLE I
LONG-TERM SCALING TRENDS FOR VARIOUS INFORMATION AND

COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES

a current fractional system loading, following the simple expo-
nential growth equation [28]

CSystem = CCurrent(1 + rGrowth)TimeToExhaust , (1)

where CCurrent is the current traffic on the system, rGrowth is
the traffic growth rate, and TimeToExhaust is the time it takes to
fully exhaust the installed system capacity CSystem . The current
fractional system loading is then given by CCurrent /CSystem .
The circles indicate three operating points, all at a traffic CAGR
of 60%. Let us first consider the point at 0.1% of current system
loading, which corresponds, e.g., to a 10-Tb/s system that is
currently only carrying 10 Gb/s worth of traffic; it would take
15 years to fully exhaust the capacity of this system. If a full
100-Gb/s of traffic were running on that system today (1%
current loading), it would take 10 years to fully exhaust the
capacity of the system; and if 10 channels at 100 Gb/s each
were operating on the system today (10% current loading), it
would take only 5 years to fully exhaust the system capacity.
Quite a few operators today are in this kind of a situation.

Interestingly, we note that within the regions of typical traffic
growth, the curves in Fig. 2 are rather flat, which implies that
the exact traffic growth rate does not make much difference with
respect to the time it takes to exhaust the full system capacity.
For example, as indicated by the triangle markers in Fig. 2 for
a system that is currently 10% loaded, it would take between
4 and 7 years to fully exhaust the system if the traffic growth
rate varied between 80% and 40%. In the context of the massive
scalability problems we are discussing in this paper, these few
years of difference are of little relevance. Hence, we conclude
that while there is massive historic support for a continuing
∼60% traffic CAGR, knowledge of the exact traffic growth rate
is not key to the problems discussed in this paper.

II. TECHNOLOGY SCALING DISPARITIES

In order to understand why networks have been able to support
∼60% of traffic CAGR over the past decades but are starting
to fall behind in their capabilities to support such growth rates
in the future, Table I summarizes the long-term scaling trends
for several important communications technologies, revealing a
divide between technologies for the generation and processing
of data, which are growing at a CAGR in the 60% range (more

accurately, between ∼40% and ∼90%), and technologies for
the transport of data, which are growing at a CAGR of around
20%. This significant scaling disparity manifests itself in a ∼4x
walk-off over the course of 5 years and in a ∼18x walk-off in 10
years and is at the heart of the network scalability problem that
is threatening to result in an optical networks capacity crunch
[29]. The long-term growth trends of Table I are extracted from
a multitude of detailed statistics shown in Fig. 3, which we will
discuss in more detail in the following subsections.

A. Supercomputers and Data Centers

Accurately tracked by top500.org [30], Fig. 3(a) shows the
evolution of supercomputer performance in terms of Tera Float-
ing Point Operations Per Second (TFLOPS). The three data
series represent the respectively leading supercomputer (#1),
the respectively last one on the list of the top 500 supercom-
puters (#500), and the sum of all 500 computers on the list for
an average performance measure. The average supercomputer
performance shows a very consistent CAGR of 88% over more
than 2 decades, with a hint of a slope change to 45% around
2013; this slow-down is not seen in the #1 trend, tracking an
88% CAGR, though the data is inherently step like making trend
changes less obvious. Supercomputer #500 exhibits a CAGR of
95% from 1993 to around 2010, when the growth rate reduces
to a consistent 45%.

Note that #500 on the list as of June 2016 [31] has 5,440 cores
on 340 blades, each hosting 2 Intel Xeon 8-core processors that
are also commonly used for servers in data centers, and each
blade is interconnected using 40-Gb/s Ethernet. Some of the
larger cloud data centers can be more than 100 times larger, with
50,000 to 80,000 servers [32]. Cloud data centers do not take
part in the top500 benchmarking (so are missing in this scaling
evolution), yet represent an increasingly attractive alternative
for high-performance computing, without the need to construct
dedicated supercomputers [33].

Cloud data centers, which are the next-generation mega data
centers, are approaching the scale of several hundred thousand
servers, that may be a single location or a cluster of tightly
coupled smaller data centers [34]. Assuming 250,000 servers
connected at 40 Gb/s (or 400,000 servers connected at 25 Gb/s),
we find a total intra-datacenter traffic of 10 Pb/s. Assuming
further that between 1% and 10% of that traffic actually leaves
the data center, we arrive at datacenter interconnection capacities
of between 100 Tb/s and 1 Pb/s, per data center. Hence, the
scaling of supercomputing and the related scaling of cloud data
centers will have a massive impact on network traffic scaling in
the future.

B. Microprocessors

The performance of microprocessors, rooted in the increase
in the number of transistors per chip at a long-term consistent
45% per year following Moore’s Law, cf. Fig. 3(b), is some-
what harder to uniquely quantify owing to various different
benchmarks that may be used. Industry estimates range from
40% to 70% per year [35]–[38]. A representative collection of
microprocessor performance data is given in Fig. 3(b) [35], [39],
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Fig. 3. Long-term scaling trends for various information and communications technologies. (a) Supercomputer performance, Top500 [30]. (b) Microprocessor
performance and cost [35], [39]–[42]. (c) Storage capacity (•) and cost (�) [47], [48]. (d) Core router and router blade capacities. (e) Wireless peak bit rates
[57], [58]. (f) Fixed access bit rates [61], [62].

[40], showing that the benchmarked single-thread performance
(green) has slowed down from a CAGR of 45% to 12% due to the
stagnation in clock frequencies around 2005. Other benchmarks
[37] show single-thread performance having slowed down from
between 50% to 60% per year to a CAGR of around 20%.
Irrespective of the amount of slow-down in single-thread per-
formance growth, parallelism is making up for much of it, with
the number of processor cores increasing at∼45% per year since
2005 (blue data in Fig. 3(b)). The combination of more proces-
sor cores and increasing single-thread performance results in
a continued increase in microprocessor performance at around
60% to 70% per year. Equally important is the corresponding
price erosion, which according to several sources [41], [42] is
around 50% per year when normalized to processing power and
adjusted for inflation, cf. open purple data points in Fig. 3(b).
This balance between performance increase and cost reduction
has let the absolute cost of microprocessors remain roughly
constant over decades (in fact, slightly decreasing due to an
over-compensation in cost reduction), despite orders of magni-
tude of performance improvements, a general phenomenon that
our digital information society has gotten quite used to.

C. Memory and Storage

The importance of the scaling of memory and storage as far
as communication networks are concerned lies in the trade-off
between caching and transport. In fact, caching content close to
the end user has been necessary to scale the Internet over the last
two decades, by eliminating the need to retrieve identical infor-

mation multiple times from a central repository across the entire
network. Initially, large scale distributed caching networks were
envisioned to deliver web content [43], [44] and have now grown
to be more general purpose CDNs. These represent hundreds of
thousands of globally distributed cache servers peering with or
directly connected to thousands of networks, which typically
deliver content supplied by multiple different content providers.
In addition, there are CDNs that are dedicated to or that belong to
a single major content provider [45]. However, increasing local
caching to accommodate the rapid growth of content (CAGR of
70%, cf. Fig. 1(f)) simultaneously requires increasing the long-
haul transport from central storage repositories to (a) deliver
the content to the cache and to (b) accommodate access to the
very significant portion of locally un-cached content. Content
requests are often long-tailed, with the proportion of traffic from
less popular content still being a substantial fraction of the total
traffic; for example [26], [46], up to ∼10% of the content may
account for∼80% of the requests, while the remaining∼90% of
the content is still being requested ∼20% of the time. The effec-
tiveness of caching to off-load traffic from the transport network
thus depends on achieving a relatively high cache hit ratio (typi-
cally > 80%), and therefore requires a significant fraction, e.g.,
∼10% of the content being available on all local servers [15].
This also implies that for large content sets there will be cache
misses that can turn into bursts of network traffic. With respect
to user generated video such as YouTube, one might expect the
relevance of a video to diminish with time and therefore reduce
its need to be cached. However, in terms of the possibility to
discard “old content”, it is important to note that the average age
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of content in an exponentially growing database (C0 eρt) is well
approximated by 1/ρ, which for a 70% annual growth rate im-
plies that the average age of YouTube videos remains constant
at around 22 months and the number of videos younger than this
constant average age (around 63% of the database) grows at the
CAGR of the uploads. Therefore, while caching can reduce the
fraction of content traffic in the long-haul network, it is unlikely
to significantly reduce its long-term growth rate.

Fig. 3(c) shows the long-term evolution of storage, taking into
account hard disk drives (HDDs, red), random access memory
(RAM, blue), and flash memory/solid state drives (SSDs, green).
Solid symbols represent storage capacity and open symbols are
storage cost in $/GByte, in this case not adjusted for inflation.
All data are taken from [47], [48]. The chart reveals a reasonably
good fit to a 60% CAGR for both hard disk and memory capacity
between the 1980s and ∼2010, saturating into a ∼13% growth
rate around 2010. With the advent of flash memory/SSDs, the
∼60% CAGR trend for memory continues to this day, maybe
even at a slightly accelerated pace, albeit on a different technol-
ogy and cost basis. Matching the overall scaling of memory and
processing has been vital to maintaining balanced computer ar-
chitectures [49]. Similar to microprocessors, storage costs have
been falling at ∼47% per year, over-compensating the increase
in storage capacity. While the cost of RAM and HDDs is typ-
ically two orders of magnitude apart, flash memory/SSD tech-
nology lies in between and offers a denser storage option than
HDDs at higher memory access rates.

With the continued scaling of server technologies, including
microprocessor network cards and both flash and HDD storage,
single servers fitting in two rack units can support more than 20
Gb/s of interface bandwidth today, equivalent to around 10,000
video streams, and store more than 60 TBytes of content. Higher-
capacity storage servers with up to 300 TBytes in two rack-units
are also possible [50]. While this represents a significant fraction
(∼10%) of the Petabyte-sized video library of a provider such
as Netflix [26], it represents only 0.1% of the total uploads to
YouTube. (From the data in Fig. 1(f), one can estimate the total
size of the video database of YouTube to be around 400 PBytes
in 2015.) From descriptions presented by Netflix [25]–[27] it is
possible to service all their video requests using four racks of
servers plus switches deployed at strategic network hubs with
no need for a wider backend network. YouTube [51] appears to
be served using a combination of local caching and connectivity
to a much larger distributed network of servers, reflecting the
difference in scale of their content sets.

Importantly, the rate at which hard disk (now only 13%
CAGR) and flash storage (continuing at 60% CAGR) is scaling
is less than the scaling of user generated content (70% CAGR),
which means that any gap will tend to widen. The widening gap
will affect local caching much more than central content repos-
itories and impact the core network in terms of an increased
amount of content traffic.

In addition to the challenges in managing the quantity of
cacheable content, there continues to be live or other dy-
namic content that cannot be cached, which requires alternative
methods such as replicating single streams based on user
demand [52].

TABLE II
CHIP TECHNOLOGY AND COMPUTATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THREE

GENERATIONS OF ALCATEL PACKET PROCESSER CHIPS [53]

Chip Year Line CMOS RISC Core Instr./s
rate node cores frequency (billions)

(Gb/s) (nm) (MHz)

FP 2003 10 180 30 190 6
FP2 2007 100 90 112 840 100
FP3 2011 400 40 288 1000 308

D. Core Routers and Router Blade Capacities

Fig. 3(d) examines the growth of Internet routers in terms
of overall single-rack routing capacity (red) and router blade
capacity (blue). Apart from some outliers in the early 2000’s,
core router capacities have been on a consistent 45% CAGR
trend. This is not surprising, as routers build on custom routing
ASICs, which follow the same growth trends as (very advanced)
multi-core processors; Table II summarizes the chip technology
and computational specifications of three generations of Alcatel
packet processer chips [53].

Router blades have almost kept up with router capacities, at a
CAGR of around 40%. Originally, router blade capacities repre-
sented the maximum logical capacity that could act as a single
port on a router, called clear channel interface rate. One would
ideally want to have the option of a single high-speed interface
that can handle the entire traffic from one router blade, though
today standards-based interfaces are limited to 100 Gb/s. While
the highest-capacity router blade available today can process
1.2 Tb/s [54], it is actually composed of 12 individual channels
of 100 Gb/s, each with its own interface and network processor.
The router blade with the highest logical single-port capacity
of 400 Gb/s has also been demonstrated with a single 400-Gb/s
clear channel interface [55], featuring an integrated dual-carrier
transponder.

Large core routers are designed to allow expansion to multiple
racks to support more line cards in parallel. This is achieved by
adding high-density very-short-reach interfaces onto the switch
cards. Pairs of fabrics can be directly interconnected to provide
a doubling in router capacity compared to a single rack. Larger
numbers of racks, which allow even greater router scaling, can
be accommodated through the use of separate switch fabric
racks in a Clos network configuration. While it is possible to
continue to scale routers to as large a capacity as required, this
results in additional footprint, power and cost per bit over the
conventional scaling of a single-rack router.

Regarding the cost evolution of core routers, [56] estimates
a per-year cost-per-bit erosion of 26% during the period 2006–
2013. This cost erosion is less than what would be required to
balance the increase of router capacities for constant cost per
bit. With an estimated 48% CAGR of router capacity sales [56],
the overall cost of routing in the network increases at about 10%
per year, i.e., (1 − 0.26) × 1.48 ∼ 1.1.

The energy-per-bit of core routers has been falling at a similar
rate as the cost-per-bit, around 25% per year. As with costs, this
implies that the overall energy consumption of routers in the
network has been increasing at around 10% per year.
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E. Wireless Access

With reference to Fig. 3(e), wireless access bit rates have been
growing at a CAGR of around 60% since the mid 1990’s [57],
[58], both for cellular technologies (red) and WiFi (blue). WiFi
operates at ∼100x the speed of cellular access, at the expense
of a reduced coverage radius on the order of ∼10 m instead
of ∼100 m. Global mobile traffic in itself is also growing at
a 60% CAGR, cf. Fig. 1(e). Future wireless networks such as
5G will see an increase both in aggregate data rates (10–100x)
and in the number of wireless access points, the latter owing
to the need for an increasing density of cells with decreasing
sizes. This asks both for more backhaul capacity and for more
high-capacity links to be deployed, potentially with more fre-
quent switching of traffic as users move between cells. Since 5G
offers the prospect of access rates comparable to current WiFi
connected to fixed access, but with greater coverage and seam-
less hand-off, one may expect high bandwidth applications that
currently dominate fixed access to migrate to the mobile environ-
ment, thereby driving both wireless and overall traffic growth.
In addition to the high backhaul and transport capacities that
5G wireless networks will require, low latency will be a key 5G
requirement as well, both to support centralized radio process-
ing architectures (e.g., cloud radio access networks, C-RANs
[59]) and to enable real-time applications from augmented re-
ality to autonomous driving [60]. From an optical networking
point of view, low latency requirements translate into high ca-
pacity requirements. This is either through optically routed,
circuit-switched connections with minimal opto-electronic re-
generation and through-traffic packet processing or by reduc-
ing the utilization and therefore congestion on packet based
systems.

F. Fixed Access

The growth of fixed access rates is less uniform than that of
wireless access rates. Fig. 3(f) shows various long-term scal-
ing trends across the industry. The red, blue, and green data,
respectively, represent the evolution of Digital Subscriber Line
(DSL) access rates over twisted copper wires, Data Over Ca-
ble Service Interface Specification (DOCSIS) access rates over
coaxial cable, and passive optical networking (PON) access
rates, growing at 41%, 38%, and 33% [61]. The open circles
represent the long-term data collected by Jakob Nielsen since
1983 [62], together with his corresponding 50% long-term trend
line, representative of the actually experienced single-user fixed
access rates obtained by a North-American Internet user, and
sometimes dubbed Nielsen’s Law.

As an interesting (yet universally familiar) economic obser-
vation, the average cost per household spent on communica-
tions services relative to the disposable household income has
remained roughly constant for decades, with detailed data avail-
able for both the United States and Australia [63]–[66], while
access rates have increased by orders of magnitude. The same
observation is made by network service providers around the
world, who have experienced flat average revenue per user
(ARPU) over years [56]. As discussed above for micropro-
cessors and memory, flat costs despite dramatically increasing

Fig. 4. Long-term scaling trends for optical communications technologies.

performance requires proportional cost/bit reductions, which
access technology has been expected to provide.

Increasing access speeds, especially through the continuous
migration to highly scalable next-generation PON solutions,
is likely to increase data consumption of end-users and of an
increasing number of end-user hosted ‘things’ in two ways.
First, the benefit of faster upload and download speeds results
in shorter wait times for the end user, which is likely to increase
the amount and the size of transferred files. Second, once access
bandwidths cross certain thresholds that enable new services,
these will then start driving new end-user traffic. A prominent
example are video streaming services: Netflix video streaming
started to become an increasingly attractive alternative to mailed
DVDs once actually experienced single-user fixed access rates
exceeded 10 Mb/s around 2008, compare Fig. 1(f) and Nielsen’s
data points in Fig. 3(f).

G. Optical Line Interfaces

Fig. 4 shows the long-term evolution of single-wavelength
optical interfaces used in optical transport equipment (SONET,
SDH, OTN; white circles), revealing a consistent CAGR of 20%
since the mid 1980’s, limited by the scaling of cost-effective
high-speed electronics and opto-electronics as opposed to the
Moore’s Law scaling of economically viable digital processing.
Current commercial wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM)
systems operate at single-carrier bit rates as high as 400 Gb/s
[67]. An important observation in this context is that sustain-
ing this 20% scaling has only been possible through the use
of parallelism in the form of higher-order quadrature ampli-
tude modulation (QAM) and polarization-division multiplexing
(PDM): The 20% per year increase in symbol rates that drove
single-carrier interface rates up to 40 Gb/s in the early 2000’s,
has been replaced by a mere 10% annual advance in high-speed
CMOS ASIC-integrated digital-to-analog (DAC) and analog-
to-digital (ADC) converters that are at the heart of high line
rate transponders (cf. square markers in Fig. 4). The remaining
10% in interface rate scaling since ∼2004 are due to the 4-fold
multiplexing inherent to coherent detection (2 quadratures × 2
polarizations) as well as an increase in amplitude levels per
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degree of freedom, which fundamentally results in a reduced
transmission reach. Note in this context that trading interface
rates for transmission reach is a viable path for access systems,
such as in DSL, where it is permissible to place the hand-off
point between fiber and twisted copper pairs closer and closer
to the home [61], or in wireless access, where it is permissible
to increase the density of base stations and thereby reduce trans-
mission distances [58]. However, in core networks the trade-off
between interface rate and transmission reach is not as flexible,
as these systems are expected to connect locations at fixed, ge-
ographically dispersed distances corresponding to the locations
of data centers and population hubs. Some moderate trade-off
is possible only for traffic that can use caching, at the expense
of network storage, as discussed in Section II–C.

Router interface rates (black circles in Fig. 4) and the corre-
sponding Ethernet standards (gray circles) advanced at a CAGR
of ∼70% in the late 1990’s and saturated into the capabilities
of cost-effective high-speed electronics and opto-electronics
in 2010, the remarkable year where 100-Gb/s was standard-
ized both as OTN and as Ethernet, and first commercial solu-
tions for single-carrier 100-Gb/s OTN line transponders and for
100-Gb/s Ethernet clients were available. However, neither 40-
Gb/s nor 100-Gb/s Ethernet use single-carrier transmission at
the full line rate today; instead, inverse multiplexing over typ-
ically 4 lanes or 4 wavelengths is being employed, in addition
to multiple amplitude levels that have more recently been in-
troduced to commercial client interfaces [68]. The 400-Gb/s
Ethernet standard is anticipated for late 2017, which puts it
right on the 20% CAGR trend shown in Fig. 4.

Another interesting observation from Fig. 4 is the chang-
ing need for inverse multiplexing, i.e., the transport of a single
high-speed signal through multiple parallel lower-speed signals.
From the orange curve in Fig. 4, which replots the evolution of
router blade capacities from Fig. 3(d), we see that up until the
late 1990’s, multiple client interfaces were needed to carry the
traffic of a single router blade, and traffic from multiple router
blades could be aggregated onto a single optical wavelength for
long-haul transport. By ∼2006, client interfaces had caught up
with router blade capacities as well as with optical transport,
eliminating the need for inverse multiplexing and wavelength
aggregation. The current 20% growth of client as well as of opti-
cal interface rates, though, lets transport increasingly fall behind
the continuing 40% capacity growth of router blades, increasing
the need for inverse multiplexing both on the client side and on
the optical transport (line) side. The observed technology scaling
disparity results in a walk-off by about a factor of 2 every 5 years.
At this scaling, we should expect to see 20-Tb/s router blades
needing twenty 1T Ethernet interfaces mapped onto twenty op-
tical wavelength carriers for long-haul transport by 2024.

H. WDM System Capacity

Also shown in Fig. 4 is the aggregate per-fiber capacity of
commercially available WDM systems (triangles). In the 1990’s,
commercial WDM capacities were growing at a CAGR of 100%,
i.e., one could keep buying a WDM system of twice the capacity
of last year’s system for almost a decade. The over-provisioning

Fig. 5. Future network architecture. Long-haul networks interconnect cloud
data centers at very high capacities. Cloud data centers will provide regional
feeds to servers located in network POPs where they will interface with ISPs,
who will then route traffic over metro networks for delivery to access networks.

in capacity supply beyond the 60% growth in bandwidth demand
was one of the factors contributing to the ‘telecom bubble’ in the
year 2000 [5]. Since then, WDM capacity growth has slowed
dramatically to 20% per year, essentially reflecting the strongly
saturating spectral efficiencies achievable by commercial sys-
tems, as WDM systems are closely approaching their respective
Shannon limits [69], [70] while optical amplifier bandwidths
have remained fixed.

The fact that the scaling trends for single-carrier interfaces
and WDM capacities have been running in parallel over the past
decade also implies that the number of WDM channels per sys-
tem has stayed constant, at around 100 wavelengths. Increasing
the number of wavelength channels at the expense of addi-
tional amplifier bandwidth has only been pursued recently on a
commercial scale, with C+L-band systems starting to become
available [67].

From a cost-per-bit point of view, [56] reports a cost erosion
of 18% per year for long-haul WDM systems, compared to a
CAGR in sold WDM systems of 37%, suggesting an annual cost
increase of 12% for WDM transport in carrier networks.

The energy-per-bit for long-haul transport has been falling
at around 20% per year [71], similar to the above numbers
for costs, suggesting, as with core routers, a total increase in the
cumulative energy consumption of installed transport equipment
on the order of 10% per year.

III. OPTICAL TRANSPORT SYSTEMS IN 2024

While we do not intend to present a complete network ar-
chitecture for 2024 in this paper, we consider the way in which
the overall network structure might impact optical transport net-
works, both in terms of capacity and switching flexibility. With
reference to Fig. 5, we expect the networks of big cloud ser-
vice providers (Clouds A, B, etc.) to each consist of a relatively
small number (∼tens) of large mega-datacenters with hundreds
of thousands of servers each. These mega-datacenters may be
housed within individual warehouse-scale buildings, or may be
distributed across multiple sites within a ∼100-km radius [34].
Mega-datacenters will be connected by private networks using
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long-haul transport technologies (∼1000+ km), and will con-
nect to many metro areas (one of them shown in Fig. 5) via
regional (∼500 km) links, where they terminate on edge servers
in network points of presence (POPs). At the POPs, content
and services from both the data center clouds and other sources
will then be delivered to ISP networks for further distribution
to access networks over their metro WDM systems. There may
also be local cloud data centers in the metro to provide func-
tions whose privacy or latency requirements ask for proximity
to the end user. Based on this structure we expect the network
between mega-datacenters to consist of low-degree switching
of very large capacity links, with switching occurring based on
longer term requirements such as data replication or growth in
datacenter sizes. The regional networks would require higher-
degree connectivity since the number of metro areas would
likely exceed the number of large datacenters. The metro space
is where we would expect to see the need for most switching and
reconfiguration: users will switch between the kinds of applica-
tions or content they use; the location of users changes as they
move through the metropolitan space during the day and week,
and the type of access changes with them, fixed or wireless.

Based on the native scaling of routers and router blades at 45%
and 40% per year, respectively, cf. Section II–D and Fig. 3(d), we
extrapolate the need for higher-speed interfaces in Fig. 4, green
line, such that interfaces would track the scaling of router blades,
with a ∼2-year delay, or equivalently with a constant need for
2:1 inverse multiplexing, starting our extrapolation in 2010. This
extrapolation predicts the need for 400-Gb/s per-carrier WDM
interfaces in 2014; these were in fact available on the market
in 2016. While work on 400-Gb/s client interfaces is currently
still ongoing, commercial interoperable interfaces will likely
not be available much before the respective Ethernet standard
towards the end of 2017. By 2017, though, our extrapolation
asks for 1-Tb/s interfaces. From current industry trends it is
highly unlikely that these will be commercially available by
then, neither as single-carrier OTN nor as client interfaces. Even
more unrealistic is the commercial availability of single-carrier
10-Tb/s optical line interfaces by 2024, clearly revealing the
severe challenges that optical interfaces are meeting in trying to
keep up with the CMOS based scaling of router blades.

Regarding the scaling of system capacities, the blue line in
Fig. 4 extrapolates capacities at a modest traffic CAGR of 40%,
also starting with 2010 as a baseline year. Following this extrap-
olation, commercial systems should have supported 40 Tb/s in
2014, which they actually did in 2016. Systems appearing on
the market in 2017 will support ∼70 Tb/s over the C+L bands
(cf. white triangle marker in Fig. 4), which is getting close to
our extrapolation curve. However, both 200-Tb/s systems and
1-Pb/s systems that ought to be commercially available around
2019 and 2024 are well above reported single-fiber research
capacity records of ∼100 Tb/s [72], [73] and are even beyond
the estimated Shannon limit of a dual-band system, hence seem
unrealistic for commercial implementation within the required
time frame.

In the remainder of this section we will explore basic scaling
options, both for high-speed interface rates and aggregate system
capacities.

A. Scaling System Capacity Through Improved Fiber

While deploying new low-loss and/or low-nonlinearity fiber
will certainly help to increase the performance of commercial
high-capacity WDM systems (as new fiber has always done
along its history), improved fiber will not resolve system ca-
pacity scalability problems. To appreciate this, we note that the
spectral efficiency (SE), or capacity per unit bandwidth, deter-
mining system capacity for a fixed optical amplifier bandwidth
in a system with white Gaussian noise is given by Shannon’s
famous expression [69]

SE = log2 (1 + SNR) ≈ log2 (SNR) , (2)

where the approximation holds for high signal-to-noise ratios
(SNR � 1), the regime of interest for high-SE systems. Hence,
in order to obtain a factor K of increase in the SE, one needs the
K-th power of the original SNR (or K times its dB value),

K · SE ≈ log2
(
SNRK

) ∝ K · SNRdB . (3)

The overall SNR of an optical transmission line, includ-
ing optical amplifier noise and nonlinear interference noise
(NLIN), can be calculated using first-order perturbation theory
[74]–[76] as

SNR =
P

σ2
OA + χP 3 , (4)

with the optical amplifier (OA) induced noise variance σ2
OA

proportional to the fiber’s dB-loss coefficient αdB (exactly for
ideal distributed amplification and to a good approximation for
lumped amplification); the NLIN parameter χ is proportional
to the fiber’s squared nonlinearity coefficient γ and, for ideal
distributed amplification, is independent of the fiber’s loss co-
efficient. At optimum signal launch power, the SNR obeys the
proportionalities

SNR =
1
3

3

√
4

σ4
OAχ

∝ γ−2/3α
−2/3
dB . (5)

Inserting this expression in (3) leads to the relations

ΔSE =
2
3
log2

(
γ0

γ

αdB ,0

αdB

)
(6)

and

2
3
2 (K−1)·SE0 =

γ0

γ

αdB ,0

αdB
, (7)

with SE0 , γ0 , and αdB ,0 being the (single-polarization) spectral
efficiency, nonlinear coefficient, and loss coefficient of the refer-
ence system over which a K-fold capacity gain (for a ΔSE differ-
ence in single-polarization spectral efficiency) is to be achieved
through improved fiber characterized by γ and αdB . For exam-
ple, to achieve a doubling in capacity (K = 2) of a system with
a (single-polarization) SE of SE0 = 4 b/s/Hz, typical of long-
haul transmission research today, an improvement of either the
nonlinearity coefficient or the dB-loss coefficient by a factor of
64 is needed (i.e., 0.01 W−1km−1 or 0.0023 dB/km when con-
sidering as a baseline some of today’s most advanced fiber [77],
[78] with a loss coefficient of 0.15 dB/km and a nonlinearity
coefficient of 0.66 W−1km−1), or both coefficients need to be
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Fig. 6. Tradeoff between (dual-polarization) spectral efficiency and transmis-
sion reach in fiber-optic communication systems.

simultaneously reduced by a factor of 8 (i.e., 0.083 W−1km−1

and 0.019 dB/km). Doubling the capacity of a more advanced
system operating at a SE0 = 8 b/s/Hz would require a reduc-
tion in either coefficient of 4096 (i.e., 1.6 · 10−4 W−1km−1 or
3.7 · 10−5 dB/km), or of both coefficients simultaneously by
a factor of 64 (i.e., 0.01 W−1km−1 and 0.0023 dB/km). These
numbers make even a doubling in system capacity a very se-
rious research challenge and make a significant capacity gain
from improved fiber parameters entirely unrealistic, even for the
best hollow-core fiber one might imagine [79], [80].

B. Scaling Interfaces and Capacity by Advanced Modulation

As discussed above, advanced modulation in the form of
multi-level quadrature modulation combined with polarization
multiplexing has been necessary to continue the scaling of
single-carrier interface rates at 20% per year. However, higher-
order modulation always comes at the cost of reduced transmis-
sion reach, as visualized in Fig. 6, showing two independent
numerical estimates of the (dual-polarization) Shannon limit of
standard single-mode fiber (SSMF) [69], [80], [81] as well as a
collection of record experimental results (using a wide variety of
fiber types). The slope of the Shannon limit is−2 b/s/Hz for each
doubling in transmission distance [81] (solid), notwithstanding
earlier numerical investigations reporting only −1.65 b/s/Hz
(dashed [69], [80]) due to constraints on the modulation format.
The −2 b/s/Hz slope for each doubling in transmission distance
is predicted by the first order perturbation results discussed
above: As both optical amplifier noise σ2

OA [69] and NLIN pa-
rameter χ [74]–[76] are linearly proportional to the transmission
distance L (exactly for ideal distributed amplification and to a
good approximation for lumped amplification), the SNR at opti-
mum launch power, (5), decreases linearly with L, resulting in a
1-b/s/Hz reduction in SE per polarization for each doubling
in transmission distance. Assuming instead of SSMF (0.2
dB/km, 1.27 W−1km−1) some of today’s most advanced fiber
(0.15 dB/km, 0.66 W−1km−1) [77], [78], the Shannon limit
estimates in Fig. 6 would shift up only slightly, by about
ΔSE = 0.9 b/s/Hz (cf. Eq. (6)), or 1.8 b/s/Hz when consid-
ering both polarizations. Note from the experimental records
shown in Fig. 6 that at the short-reach end, systems are limited
by laser phase noise and ADC/DAC resolution [82], while in the

Fig. 7. Low-loss window of optical transmission fiber without (blue) and with
(red) waterpeak. Also shown are the positions and gain spectra of Raman pumps
that need to be placed in the S-band for Raman gain in the L-band.

ultra-long-haul regime additional effects manifest, such as non-
linear signal-noise interactions during fiber propagation [83],
[84] or receiver-induced impairments such as electronically en-
hanced phase noise that degrades digital chromatic dispersion
compensation [85], [86]. These effects let the experimentally
achieved research records shown as blue markers in Fig. 6 de-
part from the blue dotted line (which has about the same slope as
the Shannon limit estimates) at very long distances and at very
high SEs.

Owing to the log-linear relationship between L and SE, a small
capacity improvement comes at the expense of a significant
reach reduction, which puts a limit to advancing both single-
carrier interface rates and WDM system capacities through
higher-order modulation and lets the only possibility for sig-
nificant system scaling be the use of parallelism in wavelength
and space [87].

C. Scaling System Capacity Through Wavelength Parallelism

One possible way to significantly scale system capacity is to
increase the optical transmission bandwidth. To first order, an
increased system bandwidth linearly increases system capacity.
Fig. 7 shows typical loss coefficients across the low-loss win-
dow of commercial optical fiber with (red) and without (blue)
the characteristic hydroxyl group (OH) absorption peak around
1380 nm. In principle, a factor of ∼12 in bandwidth could
be gained when operating deployed fiber from the O-band all
the way to the L-band (∼1260 nm–1625 nm, i.e., 53.5 THz),
as opposed to using the C-band only (∼1530 nm–1565 nm,
i.e., 4.4 THz), as is done in today’s commercial systems. How-
ever, it is very unlikely that this factor of 12 actually translates
into a similar capacity gain due to several key disadvantages
of ultra-broadband systems that make a factor of at most ∼5
more realistic: For example, fiber has somewhat higher losses
and optical amplifiers have higher noise figures outside the C-
band; band-splitters are needed in multi-band systems to split
the wavelength multiplex into appropriate amplification bands
for parallel amplification, adding further loss to the spans. This
lets different amplification bands exhibit different transmission
reaches or SEs, or requires different amplifier spacings for dif-
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ferent bands, leading to impractical system designs. Further, as
soon as systems venture beyond the C+L band, Raman pumps
that pump the L-band necessarily occupy parts of the S-band, di-
rectly competing for spectrum with S-band signals, as visualized
by the Raman pump locations and gain spectra shown in black
in Fig. 7. Even if backward-pumped, discrete or distributed
pump reflections will cause significant crosstalk [88], which
will particularly hurt the higher-order modulation formats one
would want to use on capacity-optimized links [89]. Further,
pump-pump and pump-signal interactions will become of in-
creasing concern in such systems [90]. Also, practical concerns
related to the maximum power that may be launched into de-
ployed optical fiber without invoking fiber fuse problems come
into consideration [91]. In addition, as ultra-wideband systems
involve different component technologies across their bands,
these systems will have a higher cost-per-bit than single-band
(C-band) systems. Importantly, ‘wavelength parallelism’ is not
true parallelism in the sense that a truly parallel system should
deploy the exact same system components in parallel, which is
key to bringing down costs through both volume and integration.
The only real benefit of ultra-wideband systems is their re-use of
the vast already installed fiber base (∼700 Million km in terres-
trial long-haul networks, out of over ∼3 Billion km of globally
deployed fiber [92], [93]). Deploying new fiber is very expen-
sive, dominated not by fiber costs but by installation labor, and
prices vary widely depending on the deployment scenario, with
∼$20,000 per km assuming available duct space being a realis-
tic assumption; deploying a 1,000-km cable (∼$20M) therefore
costs more than the WDM system operating over it. These basic
commercial considerations of fiber re-use being the only real
value proposition for ultra-wideband systems call into question
proposals for entirely new (e.g., photonic crystal) fiber to oper-
ate over wide bandwidths outside the telecom wavelength range.
Not only would such systems be incompatible with existing sys-
tems and fiber spans and hence would not be able to leverage the
installed base, the main value proposition of broadband systems,
but they would also require new component and subsystem tech-
nologies outside mature and high-volume C-band and possibly
L-band solutions.

D. Scaling System Capacity in Both Wavelength and Space

The above arguments exclude the sustainable scaling of sys-
tem capacities in any of the discussed physical dimensions (time,
quadrature, polarization, and frequency), leaving the spatial di-
mension as a last resort for capacity scaling [87], [94], with the
added benefit that the component parallelism inherent to spatial
multiplexing will bring down costs through both volume and in-
tegration, in analogy to the multicore microprocessor industry.
Future systems will therefore populate a matrix of wavelength
and space (WDM x SDM), cf. Fig. 8, performing space-division
multiplexing (SDM) in addition to WDM.

The bandwidth of the elementary constituent of the WDM x
SDM matrix, the ‘unit cell’ shown in Fig. 8, will be driven by the
bandwidth accessible by electronics and opto-electronics. With
a view on the commercial symbol rate evolution extrapolated to
2024, as shown in Fig. 4, we anticipate the commercial viability
of modulators and detectors as well as fully ASIC-integrated

Fig. 8. Future systems will occupy a matrix of wavelength and space.

TABLE III
ELECTRONICALLY GENERATED SINGLE-CARRIER RESEARCH RECORDS

SP: Single-polarization; EL: Electrical only.

DACs and ADCs capable of ∼100-GBaud transmission. In re-
search experiments, the highest-speed single-carrier signals that
have been generated to-date use up to 138 GBaud and reach
polarization-multiplexed single-carrier line rates up to 1.08 Tb/s,
as summarized in Table III. Note that our ‘100-GBaud’ as-
sumption for 2024 only specifies an addressable bandwidth of
∼50 GHz (electrical) and 100 GHz (optical), irrespective of
whether this bandwidth is used to digitally generate single-
carrier or multi-subcarrier signals, which have recently been
shown to have potentially improved nonlinear transmission per-
formance [101], [102].

In order to determine the bit rate that can potentially be
handled per unit cell, we again look at the trade-off between
SE and transmission distance in Fig. 6. The right y-axis shows
the unit cell bit rate, i.e., the achievable SE multiplied by a
100-GHz unit cell optical bandwidth. At terrestrial long-haul
distances of a few thousand km, current research experiments
have shown SEs of ∼10 b/s/Hz, which makes a 1-Tb/s unit
cell bit rate a reasonable assumption for commercial systems in
2024. Ultra-long-haul systems may only be able to achieve a
SE of ∼5 b/s/Hz, or a unit cell bit rate of 500 Gb/s. Short-reach
systems operating over ∼100 km, as considered for datacenter
interconnects (DCI), on the other hand, may be able to pack
∼1.5 Tb/s into a unit cell.

A typical C-band system consists of ∼50 unit cells, and a
C+L-band system of ∼100 unit cells. Hence, the capacity per
spatial path will be between ∼25 Tb/s (ultra-long-haul C-band)
and ∼150 Tb/s (∼100-km C+L-band). For the Petabit/s system
that will be needed in 2024 (cf. Fig. 4), a total of 1000 unit cells
are required, which asks for between 7 and 40 parallel spatial
paths. These observations once again show that there is no way
around SDM in future optical transport networks.
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Depending on whether a 10-Tb/s interface as a logical sys-
tem channel is constructed using a single spatial path across
multiple frequency slots or a single wavelength across multi-
ple spatial paths, we speak of spectral or spatial superchan-
nels, or of any suitable hybrid combination thereof, as shown
in Fig. 8.

E. Spectral Superchannels

Spectral superchannels [103], [104] are well established in
today’s optical transport systems to increase interface rates
through inverse multiplexing to a few hundred Gb/s and be-
yond. As such, evolving WDM x SDM systems through the use
of spectral superchannels represents an attractive smooth path
from current technology. In addition, spectral superchannels do
not initially require parallel fibers, which favors their use in
terrestrial systems, where new system deployments are usually
decoupled from new fiber installations.

Assuming a sustained 40% annual increase in router blade ca-
pacities, a single transponder will likely carry 10 Tb/s of traffic
by 2024 (cf. Fig. 4), which implies that spectral superchan-
nel systems with between 7 and 20 unit cells per superchannel
will still use between 3 and 15 spectral superchannels across
the employed optical amplification bands. Hence, wavelength
switching will likely remain an ingredient in optical networks at
that growth rate up until∼2030, when∼100-Tb/s superchannels
might be needed as single logical transponder interfaces, which
would occupy the entire optical amplification bandwidth across
C and L bands. At that point, an entire fiber would become a log-
ical point-to-point interface, and wavelength switching would
be entirely replaced by space switching.

In terms of routing and wavelength assignment, wavelength-
switched networks suffer from blocking even if there is still
capacity left on particular spans. This is because in the absence
of wavelength conversion, an optical end-to-end path requires
the same wavelength to be available on all spans along an end-to-
end link [105], necessitating defragmentation and/or re-routing
to accommodate new traffic demands [106], [107]. However,
once networks move to a small number of high-capacity spec-
tral superchannels per fiber, with a sizeable number of fibers per
system, the blocking probability can be substantially reduced,
since the role of wavelength conversion to open up more routing
possibilities per span is then accomplished by practically much
simpler space switching. In the extreme case of a single (∼100-
Tb/s) superchannel per fiber (i.e., pure space switching), block-
ing only occurs when the entire capacity on a link is exhausted.
In some networks, though, wavelength-based switching might
be abandoned even before a superchannel fills an entire optical
amplification band, if this simplifies the node architecture, con-
trol, and switching at only a small penalty in terms of blocking.

In terms of subcarrier access, spectral superchannels would
in principle allow for adding and dropping individual optical
subcarriers, although that use case is not likely to weigh heavily
in determining the superchannel architecture. Sub-wavelength
switching and grooming, which used to be one of the key
functions of circuit switched networks in times where multi-
ple router interfaces could be mapped into a single wavelength
channel, is increasingly being replaced by point-to-point router

Fig. 9. Spectral superchannels avoid filtering penalties from optical routing
node cascades through joint channel routing and flexible-grid passbands.

Fig. 10. Advantage from co-processing multiple superchannel subcarriers
to reduce cross-channel nonlinear interference leads to rapidly diminishing
returns [112].

connections with packet switching on a sub-wavelength ba-
sis. What spectral superchannels would offer, though, is a co-
existence of interfaces of different spectral widths on the same
optical line system, which together with dynamic modem-like
transponder adaptation can be used to better exploit available
capacity [108], [109].

Spectral superchannels have a clear advantage in optically
routed networks, as the use of superchannel routing together
with flexible-grid wavelength plans reduces penalties from filter
concatenation if the need for subcarrier add/drop is abandoned
[110], [111], cf. Fig. 9.
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Fig. 11. Example for subsystem savings in terms of the required number of (equal-power) lasers for (a) spectral versus (b) spatial superchannels.

Another interesting aspect of spectral superchannels is their
ability to compensate for NLIN between superchannel sub-
carriers, as shown in Fig. 10. However, these gains are very
small yet require the complex co-processing of multiple subcar-
riers within the same ASIC. For the example shown in Fig. 10
[112], co-processing of one interfering subcarrier yields about
0.2 dB of SNR gain (at more than twice the required processing
complexity), co-processing of two subcarriers yields 0.4 dB,
and co-processing of more than 4 subcarriers yields as little as
0.1 dB per additionally co-processed subcarrier. These observa-
tions make nonlinear processing a weak argument for the use
of spectral superchannels and let the smooth upgradability from
existing networks as well as the possibility for swift optical
routing in terrestrial optical networks be their main benefits.

In terms of component integration, spectral superchannels
allow for a variety of options, including multi-channel electri-
cal driver amplifiers, multi-channel optical modulators, multi-
channel coherent receiver front-ends, and multi-core DSP
ASICs, all of which are being commercialized today. To a lim-
ited extent, spectral superchannels also allow for the compensa-
tion of integration induced crosstalk between subcarriers [113],
but such cross-wavelength compensation is much more lim-
ited than the single-wavelength digital compensation enabled
by spatial superchannels [114], [115].

F. Spatial Superchannels

Given the above established need for a WDM x SDM ma-
trix, spatial superchannels (or hybrid superchannels involving
subcarriers in the spatial domain in addition to the wavelength
domain, cf. Fig. 8) allow for better subsystem integration and
digital array impairment compensation opportunities than spec-
tral superchannels. One example for subsystems integration
where spatial superchannels yield distinct savings over spectral
superchannels is shown in Fig. 11 [116], depicting a spectral (a)
and spatial (b) coherent superchannel transponder architecture
that addresses 3 subcarriers (unit cells), with its multi-channel
DSP ASIC and its multi-channel coherent transmit and receive

optics. Apart from possible differences in the DSP, the main dif-
ference between the two transponder architectures is the number
of lasers required: A spectral superchannel transponder, Fig.
11(a), typically uses one tunable laser per subcarrier, poten-
tially shared between the transmitter and the local oscillator if
wavelength translation within the transponder from receive to
transmit path is not required. (As the number of subcarriers in-
creases, multi-carrier generators [117] and comb sources [118]
are economically increasingly attractive over individual lasers.)
In order to combine the subcarriers of a spectral superchannel
onto a common transmission fiber, colorless (and hence inher-
ently lossy) spectral combination is required. With N subcar-
riers per spectral superchannel, a low-loss subcarrier combiner
would require a 1:N wavelength-selective switch (WSS) to be
integrated onto the linecard to retain superchannel wavelength
tunability while avoiding a dedicated add/drop port per subcar-
rier on an external optical switch. In addition, WSS architectures
with overlapping passbands would have to be used to avoid indi-
vidual subcarrier filtering. In the absence of such a per-linecard
WSS, as shown in Fig. 11, each subcarrier laser of power PLaser
in the transmit path produces a per-carrier combined super-
channel power of PSC = ηPLaser/N , where η is the modulator
insertion loss. A spatial superchannel on the other hand, Fig.
11(b), uses a single laser that is split into individual spatial
paths prior to modulation, reducing its power to PLaser/N . The
power per modulated spatial superchannel subcarrier is then
PSC = ηPLaser/N , which is identical to the case of a spectral
superchannel, but is achieved with a single laser as opposed to
with N lasers of the same individual power. A similar situation
is found in the receive path: the coherently detected electrical
signal power is proportional to PSC · PLaser/N in both cases.
Another advantage of spatial superchannels pertains to optional
optical amplifiers as part of the transponders, as it is easier
to build single-wavelength amplifiers without being concerned
about power balancing and gain flatness of multi-channel op-
tical amplifiers, especially as the number of subcarriers in a
spectral superchannel grows. Other examples for cost or energy
savings specific to spatial superchannels include optical ampli-
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fier arrays [119] and optical switch arrays that can be built in
a simpler way for parallel switching of multiple spatial paths
[120]–[123].

It is important to stress that in view of the need for a smooth
upgrade path, SDM will be expected to work over any hybrid
fiber infrastructure, including already deployed parallel fiber
strands. In fact, most SDM systems should be expected to ini-
tially operate across multiple parallel single mode fibers, which
can be bundled into a single cable. This approach currently al-
lows scalability to over 3000 fibers in a single cable suitable for
duct installation [34], [124], and fibers with reduced cladding
thickness may even increase the per-cable fiber count [125].
This cable scaling would satisfy growth from a single fiber pair
with a 60% CAGR for more than 15 years. Yet, we can as-
sume further savings from SDM-specific waveguides: Capital
expenditure (CAPEX) savings can be expected on the long run,
as fiber supporting N spatial paths in the form of multi-core
or multi-mode fiber will eventually be cheaper than N indi-
vidual fibers. (An existence proof is today’s multi-mode fiber,
which supports ∼100 parallel spatial paths (modes) but is only
slightly more expensive than single-mode fiber.) In terms of op-
erational expenditure (OPEX), the benefits of SDM fiber lie in
interconnecting and splicing as well as in its interfacing to in-
tegrated opto-electronic arrays and packaging. Interconnecting
N-path fiber can be expected to be in general faster, occupy a
smaller form factor, and be less prone to connection mistakes
than making N individual connections or splices, even when
compared to ribbon interconnection technologies. Note in this
context that splicing is an important aspect of new fiber deploy-
ments: Typical terrestrial fiber spans are deployed (and hence
spliced) in few-km sections, which leads to long-haul terres-
trial links having ∼1000 splices per spatial path. This results in
considerable splicing efforts for cables containing tens to thou-
sands of fibers. An example for connection benefits of SDM
fiber is the dual-core fiber proposed by Corning to increase the
faceplate density of short-reach interfaces [126]. In terms of in-
terfacing to integrated opto-electronic arrays and packaging of
array components, benefits of multi-core fiber-to-chip coupling
have been shown for both short-reach [127] and long-haul [128]
applications.

Another area where savings from spatial parallelism can
be found is in the DSP, where it has been shown that cer-
tain DSP functions can be consolidated across multiple spatial
paths [115]. Most importantly, though, any integration induced
crosstalk between spatial paths, be it caused within multi-path
transponder arrays, multi-path optical amplifiers, multi-path
switches, or within a possibly SDM-specific fiber itself, can be
efficiently compensated through multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) DSP [114], as long as all subcarriers are considered as
a cohesive entity in the spirit of an optical superchannel and no
subcarrier add/drop operation is performed [129]. The required
MIMO-DSP complexity has been found to be manageable [130]
and has recently been implemented in real-time on a field pro-
grammable gate array (FPGA) platform [131].

The biggest drawback of spatial superchannels is their need
for multiple parallel spatial paths from the beginning, making
it less likely that this option will be initially chosen for ter-

Fig. 12. Vision of a coherent 10-Tb/s optical interface solution.

restrial long-haul networks where pay-as-you-grow and smooth
upgradability are cornerstone aspects and multiple parallel fiber
strands may not be available. Systems that are either deployed
together with the fiber (such as submarine links), or systems
that are installed on an already available or an easily deployable
massively parallel fiber infrastructure (such as ∼100-km DCIs
with as many as several 10,000 parallel fibers already installed
today between pairs of datacenters [34]), will be able to naturally
leverage the benefits of SDM first. Recent studies on submarine
systems have pointed to the advantages of SDM from an energy
efficiency point of view [132].

G. Transponder Integration

Irrespective of whether spatial or spectral superchannels will
be chosen for a particular network application, component in-
tegration into massive arrays will be of key importance to re-
duce cost, energy consumption, and footprint of the resulting
transponders. Given the fact that today’s coherent DSP ASICs
already handle 500 Gb/s worth of traffic, and considering the
∼45% CAGR of CMOS processing capabilities, Fig. 3, it is
not unreasonable to assume that the DSP underlying a 10-Tb/s
interface will be able to fit within a single (or at most within a
small number of) CMOS ASICs by 2024. In fact, scaling DSP
chips to higher interface rates is limited today to a significant ex-
tent by interfacing problems to a correspondingly large number
of high-speed opto-electronic components. As discussed above,
a 10-Tb/s interface of 2024 will have to implement about 10
unit cells of 1 Tb/s each, which seems only doable by means
of integrated arrays, directly coupled to the DSP ASIC. If the
required integration asks for relaxed bit rates per array compo-
nent, the size of the array has to be increased accordingly, as
10 Tb/s remains the target commercial interface rate. For ex-
ample, if photonic integrated circuit (PIC) components are only
able to achieve 200 Gb/s instead of 1 Tb/s, one would need
integrated arrays of 50 instead of 10 parallel components. Such
massive arrays, even when integrated on Silicon photonics or
InP platforms, occupy a significant footprint compared to the
powerful CMOS DSP chips they need to be interfaced to, which
requires ultra-dense opto-electronic array integration. A vision
of a future 10-Tb/s coherent optical interface with integrated
CMOS DSP and photonics is shown in Fig. 12. Such integra-
tion poses many open challenges, including massive electronic
interfacing, co-integration of an optical source (or provisioning
of a remote ‘optical power supply’), thermal management, and
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Fig. 13. Transponder array integration implies arrays of optoelectronic com-
ponents as well as the close coupling between the array and the CMOS dig-
ital processing electronics (a). Codesign of integrated arrays and DSP allows
for array-specific impairment mitigation and shifts the optimum integration
density (b).

the interfacing to multiple parallel fiber strands, multi-core, or
few-mode fiber through miniature connectors able to withstand
conventional chip soldering processes.

Transponder integration in this context has three aspects, as
visualized in Fig. 13(a). Opto-electronic array integration per-
tains to the integration of multiple parallel high-speed optical
and opto-electronic components into arrays, such as modula-
tors or coherent receivers [133]–[137]. In order to interface
these arrays to a CMOS ASIC performing the coherent DSP,
optics-electronic integration is needed [138], [139], be it mono-
lithic [140]–[143], hybrid [144], [145], or by chip stacking
and 3D interconnection techniques [146], [147]. Tight optics-
electronics integration opens up new opportunities such as non-
50Ω electronics-optics interfaces or efficient uses of segmented
modulator structures [148], potentially with built-in DAC func-
tionality [149]–[151], and will eventually result in co-packaged
optical-digital solutions, similar to the path that is being taken
by short-reach optical interfaces [152].

The close integration of dense arrays with digital electron-
ics also opens up new holistic approaches in the joint de-
sign of integrated components and impairment compensating
DSP, as visualized in Fig. 13(b): For example, integration
might be optimum in terms of device processes, packaging, or
interfacing considerations at the integration density indicated
by the red circle. However, array impairments (such as array
crosstalk [135], [136]) might prevent operation at that point and
force less dense array integration at the point indicated by the
red square marker. In a holistic co-design of integrated arrays
and DSP, some array-specific impairments can be mitigated, as
demonstrated for modulator crosstalk in [153]. These new pos-
sibilities open up the design space for integrated opto-electronic
arrays and may result in new array integration optima (blue tri-
angle marker). In the context of superchannels, tightly integrated
arrays and their co-design with impairment mitigating DSP is
significantly facilitated by the spatial superchannel concept.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have examined a variety of long-term network traffic
trends across different geographies and applications, confirm-
ing sustained exponential network traffic growth. While a com-
pound annual traffic growth rate of 60% is corroborated from
different angles, knowledge of the exact growth rate is found

to be of secondary importance in a systems context, leading to
only a few years of difference in terms of the need for networks
to scale well beyond today’s technological capabilities. Traffic
growth is supported by technologies that generate, process, and
store information, as well by access technologies between the
network and the end user and/or the end machine. However, in-
creasingly visible scaling disparities between those technologies
and technologies used to transport data are starting to manifest
in a network capacity crunch, with the transport network falling
behind its required capabilities by a factor of about four every
five years. By 2024, we predict the need for 10-Tb/s optical
interfaces working in 1-Pb/s optical transport systems. To sat-
isfy these needs, multiplexing in both wavelength and space
in the form of a WDM x SDM matrix will be required. This
matrix will likely consist of 100-GHz wide unit cells carry-
ing 1 Tb/s of traffic over ∼1000 km, using on the order of
10 parallel spatial paths. Whether a logical 10-Tb/s interface
will group unit cells in wavelength (spectral superchannel) or
in space (spatial superchannel), or in a hybrid mixture thereof,
will depend on the needs of the underlying network. In either
case, dense array integration as well as close interfacing be-
tween arrayed opto-electronics and DSP ASICs will be a key
ingredient to superchannels of all sorts. The need for smooth
upgradability may make spectral superchannels the preferred
solution for terrestrial networks, with space switching super-
seding wavelength switching on the long run, but submarine or
datacenter interconnection systems may benefit from the better
array integration options offered by spatial superchannels. If
these trends were extended another 5 years to ∼2030 and 2035,
it would, respectively, require systems with 100 and 1000 par-
allel spatial paths, so efficiently achieving spatial parallelism is
an unavoidable requirement. Speculating much beyond a 2030
to 2035 time horizon, and assuming unabated network traffic
growth even until then, research might have to venture to carrier
frequencies much beyond the infrared (e.g. into the soft x-ray
regime); such systems, whose fundamental building blocks are
not even in sight today, would represent as radical an advance
as fiber was over copper in the 1970’s. In today’s terms, in order
for a new waveguide at such higher carrier frequencies to be
as revolutionary as fiber was over copper (and to therefore war-
rant a complete network infrastructure re-build), that waveguide
would have to [129]: immediately support 10 Petabit/s; be scal-
able to 100 Exabit/s in the future; allow for a repeater spacing
of 2500 km (without any active elements between transmitter
and receiver); and yield a 10-fold reduction in cable diameter
and weight compared to fiber. Much more immediately, though,
using infrared carriers and SDMxWDM systems, a decathlon of
very significant research progress will have to take place across
multiple areas, from system and network architectures to digital
signal processing to integrated arrayed device designs in order to
avoid an otherwise imminent optical networks capacity crunch.
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